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Symposium
The Second Amendment After Heller
Introduction
Because District of Columbia v. Heller raised more questions than it
answered, it is incumbent upon the bar and the academy to expose those
questions and hazard some answers. Of course, the task of the bar is to
advance client interests and, in doing so, the zeal of opposing advocates
will provide arguments and occasions for some judicial answers. The
academy's job is somewhat less confined. We are permitted the luxury of
ruminating upon the implications of the decision to other areas of law, as
Alan Brownstein has done with respect to tort and criminal law and
Elizabeth Hillman has done with respect to the meaning of citizenship
and the right to serve one's country in the armed services. We are
expected to analyze and critique the Court's reasoning, as Carlton
Larson and Nicholas Johnson have done. Evaluation of the Court's
process is our turf, too, as Sanford Levinson and Rory Little ably
demonstrate. Brannon Denning and Glenn Reynolds have supplied some
empirical observation of the immediate effects of Heller within the
judicial system. The uncertain scope of the individual right is the topic
addressed by Don Kates and Clayton Cramer, as well as by Craig Lerner
and Nelson Lund. To all of that is added Michael Kent Curtis's thoughts
on the applicability of the Second Amendment to the states. The result is
a spicy and intellectually nutritious Second Amendment stew.
Examining Heller is a bit like pausing to look at a newly-planted
tree. It is small, with a spindly stem of a trunk, and bright, audacious
leaves. It has been thoroughly watered and fertilized and firmly tamped
into the ground. Yet once the gardener has put away his tools, cleaned
his hands, and turned to other tasks that beckon, the young tree must
withstand the elements on its own. Will it thrive and produce a sturdy
trunk with many tough and limber branches supporting a canopy of
shade, or will it wither and starve in a harsh climate of neglect and
indifference? The Court did the planting. We are but critics. It is as if we
stand around the newly-planted tree, probing the soil and testing its pH,
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wondering whether this species is suitable for the climate, arguing about
which fertilizers are optimal, and disagreeing about watering frequencies
and amounts. We are uncertain what it will become, even if it does
survive. We question whether the tree can withstand the ravages of deer
nibbles, and some suggest that the tree was wrongly planted because it
was a nonnative species, never intended to inhabit its new locale.
Critics can be influential. Critics can kill a play if theatergoers
believe them. But often critics carp and the public ignores them. Ronald
Reagan never much cared for the critics so long as he was doing well at
the box office. He fared pretty well at the electoral box office. We do not
yet know how the Second Amendment will fare at the judicial box office.
Nor do we know how much impact the critics will have. Yet we try, and
this is our collective effort. As with teaching, which is often likened to
placing a letter in a bottle and tossing it into the sea, never knowing if or
when it will be read or understood, much less knowing its impact, so it is
with academic criticism and analysis. This Symposium is another letter in
a bottle.
